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1.1

Algorithms
Probe Level Model - robust (PLM-r)

The goal is to dynamically select rows and columns for down-weighting. As with the standard PLM approach, the summarization model used is
yi j = c j + ri + εi j

(1)

with c j a column effect, ri a row effect and εi j an error term. To keep the model identifiable, the row effect
parameters are constrained to sum to zero. PLM-r uses an iteratively re-weighted least squares procedure for
fitting this model. In particular, each observation is weighted by Wi j = wi w j wi j where wi j is an individual
observation weight, wi is a row weight, and w j is a column weight. The individual weights are determined
based upon the standardized residuals for each observation, via


yi j − (ĉ j + r̂i )
wi j = w
(2)
ŝ
.
Row and column weights are both use the same methodology, which is to down-weight an entire row or
column when it has a large number of extreme residuals. The procedure is described in terms of computing
the column weights:
1: for j = 1 to J do

2
yi j −(ĉ j +r̂i )
2:
Compute M j = mediani
.
ŝ
Compute p j = F(M j ), where F is the distribution function for the median of I independent χ12 variables.
4:
if p then
5:
Let w j = 1
6:
else
7:
Compute z j = Φ−1 (p j )
8:
Let w j = w (z j )
9:
end if
10: end for
The fitting procedure is as follows. First, ordinary least squares is used to get initial parameter estimates
for the model. Individual observation weights, wi j are derived from the residuals from the initial fit, and
the model is re-fit using weighted least squares. On each subsequent iteration row, column and individual
3:
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weights are computed to weight each observation using Wi j for the weighted least squares. Iteration is
stopped after convergence.
Two variants of the methodology PLM-rc and PLM-rr downweight either columns or rows only. These
proceed exactly as described above, but instead use Wi j = w j wi j (PLM-rc) and Wi j = wi wi j (PLM-rr).
Figure 1 demonstrates the application of this model fitting procedure as applied to four probesets from a
U133A spike-in data experiment. The first probeset, 204513 s at, is a spike-in probeset with concentration
intentionally varied across arrays. Examining the probe intensity plot shows that probe 4 does not seem
to respond except at higher concentrations, and closer examination shows this to be true to a lesser extent
for probe 7. Plotting the final weights from the PLM fitting procedure shows that for many, but not all,
arrays these probes are downweighted. The PLM-r final weights, as shown in the third plot for this probeset,
demonstrate that probes 4 and 7 gave been downweighted across all arrays in the dataset, additionally a
smaller amount of down-weighting has been given to probes 1, 5 and 6. The next probeset, 213441 x at,
is not spiked in. However, probes 1 and 2 seem to demonstrate spike-in behavior. A standard PLM fit
does down weight these probes across most arrays, but not all arrays. Using PLM-r these probes where
downweighted across all arrays. 203173 s at has several arrays with divergent probe pattern, in this case
those with the highest intensities. Using a standard PLM fit only some of the probes on these arrays are
downweighted. The PLM-r weights show that these arrays were downweighted across all probes. A final probeset 213368 x at shows that in situations where there are not badly behaving probes or arrays the
weighting schemes for PLM and PLM-r are very similar.

1.2

Probe Level Model - dynamic (PLM-d)

Suppose that the columns of the matrix can be grouped together by a blocking variable with levels m =
1, . . . , M. A standard PLM would fit row effects with out regard to these variables. One could fit a model
which fit completely separate row effect parameters for each level of m, which could involve fitting large
numbers of parameters. The PLM-d method is a hybrid approach. Fitting both unifed and group specific
row effects. In particular, the PLM-d model is
yi j = c j + rmi + εi j

(3)

with the row effect equal across groups (ri = r1i = ri2 = · · · = rmi ), except for rows where PLM-d dynamically
decides to fit separate group specific row effects . The model is made identifiable using the constrant
∑m,i rmi = 0.
The PLM-d procedure is as follows
1: Use the ordinary PLM procedure (fitting the model yi j = c j + ri + εi j ) to get initial parameters estimates.
2: Examine the residuals, find probes where the rows appear to be related to the blocking variable using a
(robustified) one-way anova. Choose the rows which has the most significant association with blocking
variable, if there is one. Otherwise stop.
3: Fit a new model (using robust regression) where separate block specific row effects are used for the
selected row(s), and unifed row effects for the other rows.
4: Examine residuals for current model fit. Look at relationship between residuals and rows which have
not been divided between block groups. Using (robustified) one-way ANOVA select the row probe
which has the greatest relationship with blocking variable, if there is one. If a row is chosen return to
step 3. Otherwise stop.
Figure 2 demonstrates the differences between a standard PLM and a PLM-d fit. Examining the residuals
from using PLM shows one probe, 15, with a clear difference in residuals between the two groups. A second
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Figure 1: Four probesets from Affymetrix U133A spike in data-experiment. 204513 s at is a spike-in
probeset, 213441 x at, 203173 s at and 213368 x at are non spike-ins. Three plots are shown for each
probeset. First plot shows log2 PM intensities by probe, second plot shows final weights from standard
PLM, the third plot shows the final weights using PLM-r. Darker green indicates lower weight on weight
plots
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Figure 2: A probeset fit using both PLM and PLM-d. Different color lines have been used for the two
groups. First plot is observed PM intensities, Second plot shows residuals from PLM fit. The bar plot shows
the two probes split by the PLM-d procedure. The fourth panel shows the residuals from using the PLM-d
algorithm,
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Tissue
Sensitivity
Specificity

All
81%
98%

COL
69%
93%

CRO
77%
91%

GEM
75%
97%

LEA
69%
94%

RAD
69%
98%

ROO
70%
96%

Table 1: SFP detection sensitivity and specificity using PLM-d using sequence characterized SNPs. Sensitivity is the percentage of known sequence identified polymorphisms identified. Specificity is the percentage
of non-polymorphic probes that were not split.
probe, 2, also shows a smaller difference between the two groups. Using PLM-d instead of PLM resulted
in probes 2 and 15 being selected as split probes. The residuals from the model fit using PLM-d show no
relationship between probe and group.
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Results

To investigate the performance of PLM-d, datasets where biologically relevant probe differences should reasonably be expected are used. The first data set comes from [Borevitz et al., 2003], a study of single feature
polymorphisms (SFP) in Arabidopsis, consists of six Affymetrix AtGenome1 microarrays. Two accessions
are compared, Columbia (Col) and Landsberg erecta (Ler), with three replicates for each acession. In theory,
probe behavior should differ between accessions in cases where a SFP maps to the 25mer on the array. For
all other probes, there should be no difference between the two accessions.
First data from all 6 arrays was quantile normalized [Bolstad et al., 2003]. Then PLM-d procedure
was applied to all 8297 probesets consisting of a total of 131822 PM probes. Using this procedure 6.1% of
probes were fit separately between the two accessions across a total of 4095 probesets. If PLM-d is correctly
selecting biologically relevant SFP probes, then repeating the same procedure with incorrect labelling of the
samples, should result in few probes being split. All 10 different assignments of the 6 cel files to the
two accessions were examined. Most labellings had a much fewer number of probes split by the PLM-d
procedure with the proportion varying between .5 to 1.6% (Supplemental Table). However, one alternative
labelling had 6.2% of probes split. This labelling had two arrays mislabelled, Ler 2 and Col 1. Examining
quality assessment measures and PLM weights [Brettschneider et al., 2008] showed that the array Ler 2 has
significant artifacts and was of poorer quality (Supplemental Figures). This means that it is not entirely clear
whether the split probes are driven by the bad quality array or biologically relevant SFP. Additionally, the
AtGenome1 microarrays are an older platform where all the probes in a probeset are placed adjacent to each
other on the array. This means intensity measurements for all the probes in a significant number of probesets
would be affected by the artifact.
A second dataset from [Rostoks et al., 2005] was used also used to evaluate PLM-d. It consists of 36
Affymetrix Barley1 GeneChip arrays, with 3 replicates for each of 6 different tissue types and two different
genotypes, Golden Promise (GP) and Morex (MX). In total there were 17 MX arrays and 19 GP arrays. As
in [Rostoks et al., 2005], PM probe intensities were RMA background corrected and quantile normalized
[Bolstad et al., 2003]. The PLM-d procedure was then fit to log2 transformed intensities for each probeset,
with the genotype used as the group label variable. Of the 22840 probesets there were 5612 had at least one
probe split. A total of 12642 probes were split from all 251437 on the Barley1 GeneChip. The authors of
[Rostoks et al., 2005] provide sequence confirmation information for a total of 2667 distinct probes, with
401 unique SFP differences between MX and GP and 2200 known non-polymorphisms. The remaining
66 probes were polymorphic in both MX and GP and would not be detectable by the GeneChip platform.
5

Of the 401 sequence confirmed polymorphims, 324 were probes split by the PLM-d procedure meaning a
sensitivity of almost 81%. Only 46 of the non-polymorphic probes were split, meaning a false positive rate
of 2.1% (97.9% specificity). This compares favorably with the 67% sensitivity and 8.2% false positive rate
reported using the method outlined in [Rostoks et al., 2005].
This analysis was expanded to look at GP/MX polymorphism separately within each of the six different
tissue types. For most tissues there was 3 MX arrays and 3 GP arrays, the exception being ROO which had
2 GP and 4 MX arrays. Table 1 summarizes the results for this analysis. In all cases the sensitivity was
lower than using the complete dataset. However, all sensitivities were higher than the corresponding values
reported by [Rostoks et al., 2005].
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Figure 3: Weight plots for PLM QC of Ler/Col data
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Figure 4: NUSE/RLE plots for Ler/Col data
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Ler 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Ler 2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

Ler 3
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2

Col 1
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

Col 2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1

Col 3
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1

Proportion Split
0.061
0.003
0.002
0.012
0.011
0.005
0.062
0.011
0.016
0.005

Table 2: Proportion of probes fit separately between classes, based on different class labelings.
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